European Journal of Information Systems
In this issue of the European Journal of Information Systems (EJIS), we have a Special Section on I.S. in Interorganizational Networks and four more Opinion papers. The papers in I.S. in Interorganizational Networks were edited by Diederik W. van Liere, Peter H.M. Vervest, Benn Konsynski and Chris Holland. Thanks to all the Guest Editors, who have also written a long and comprehensive editorial for their Special papers. Therefore, I will not cover the Special papers in my Editorial, but will concentrate on the Opinion papers.
It is 3 years to the issue when EJIS first started publishing Opinion papers in small collections of papers (in issue 16.4). At that time, I was writing quite a few editorials in my role as Editor-in-Chief, all of which were themed around the concept of change.
I am pleased to be given the opportunity to write the editorial for this set of Opinion papers, even though the contents of the papers differ widely, or to put it another way, they are loosely connected. Consequently, I have decided to rise to the challenge of the authors of the published papers, and respond to their opinions by loosely responding with my opinions. So for the two reasons given in this paragraph, the editorial is named 'Loose Change' (Loose Change is an English expression that refers to small amounts of coins of low value. I hope I achieve more than that!).
The first Opinion paper is by Mark Somers whose paper Using the Theory of the Professions to Understand the IS Identity Crisis uses our understanding of the Professions to illustrate where we are in I.S. in terms of normal professional development, and warns that there are certain essentials lacking at the moment (such as an agreed body of knowledge to convey to would-be practitioners and academics; value consensus (what are the important research questions); an integrated identity that melds academic I.S. with I.S. practice etc.).
My definition of I.S.
Mark identifies our inability to answer the question 'What is I.S.?' as one of the reasons that he can say: 'Academic IS is struggling with an identity crisis that is grounded in limited consensus about the discipline's core concepts, its important research questions, and its boundaries'. I am happy to declare that after a nigh-on 20-year search for the answer to the 'What is I.S.?' question, I have come up with a concise and precise answer to the question, which is The 'in Use' part of the definition can be interpreted as the time dimension, as well as the human dimension since the I.T. is in use when users are using it, and the usage is a function of time.
A close analogy to this understanding of I.S. is that of gardening. Gardening is an activity that can consume as much time as you are willing to give it. A garden is constantly changing; it is never the same twice. To try and determine exactly what you want a garden to look like is pointless because it never stands still.
Therefore, an I.S. is constantly evolving, formal rules are frequently updated as some ad hoc decisions are repeated often enough to make them worth formalising, and some formal rules may be obsolete or even wrong, or contradictory with new rules. Major organisational changes will require matching I.S. changes.
Implications of the definition
You cannot build an I.S. You can build an I.T. system, but remembering to leave enough flexibility for frequent small changes, with a flexible enough architecture to allow major changes periodically as they are needed. The latter might be project based, but not in the Requirements Engineering level of detail currently being used, rather at a more basic structures level. Small changes need a dedicated team of gardeners, or a combination of application software and user literacy so as to allow the user to tailor the system as they use it.
There is a major ongoing decision to make as to how much of the business you formalise in the I.T., which provides fast and accurate processing, and how much you trust the users whose strength are adaptability, flexibility and problem solving. Not enough trust in the users will restrain them from running the organisation effectively, and too much of the decision making in the hands of users could make them too slow, and make understanding what is going on difficult.
It follows then that I.S. in practice need many skills to be made effective; Computer Science and Software Engineering for the I.T.; HCI and psychology for the users; specialists who understand the organisation well enough to be able to call in experts from any appropriate discipline to help with the I.S. This should be the role of an I.S. specialist, multi-disciplinary and with a systems approach.
Academic research in I.S. scarcely touches the major issues raised above, that is even when it is on those rare occasions addressing real problems. Research should be practice focussed, not focussing on theory, since at the moment our ignorance is not worth theorising about.
Returning to Mark's paper, it can be seen that agreeing with the definition of I.S. I have just given can provide the springboard that answers all the questions Mark's paper addresses. In particular, you can have fluidity and flexibility without separating academic I.S. from practicein fact, the collaboration of academics and practitioners is essential for I.S. success.
The second Opinion paper in this issue is by Paul
Beynon-Davies and is entitled The Enactment of Significance: A Unified Conception of Information, Systems and Technology. Paul takes a semiotics view of I.S., based on the seminal work of Ronald Stamper (Stamper, 1973) . Paul adds to semiotics an area of interest located at the intersection of signs and systems, which involves the enactment of forma, informa and performas. For me, such abstractions of our subject, elegant and selfsatisfying though they might be, meet the need for some people to join a cult following, usually as in this case, an attempt to tidy up the world so that it can be 'sorted out' and controllable.
The problem with tidy approaches to life is that in order to work, the world either has to stand still or at least change very slowly compared to current rates of change. Otherwise, the tidy edifices that are built become out of date the faster the rate of change. Not that I believe that rate of change is the cause of any real-world problems (the expansion of choice which most people cannot handle, a side effect of change is the guilty party I suggest).
The second problem I have with overarching descriptions of the world is that they break one of my firm beliefs in life, which is to do with simplicity:
If something is understood well, it can be explained simply. If it cannot be explained simply, it is not well understood. (Paul's 'Law of Simple Understanding') I entirely agree with the KISS principle. And when such grand structures for understanding the tidy world are constructed, what purpose do they serve?
The reader will observe that my definition of Information Systems I.S. is I.T. in Use is simple, explanatory and requires nothing of the research world, but merely describes how it works in practice whether you like it or not. Paul Beynon-Davis's paper states that it, the paper, 'y has provided a necessarily brief (sic) account of what we believe is the tentative start of a coherent and unified conceptual framework in which the taken-for-granted concept of an information system is better defined and located within the nature of human organisation on the one hand and that of technology on the other'. Such a framework might fulfil some of the professional requirements outlined by Mark in the first paper. But for me, the simplicity of I.S. is I.T. in Use is not only more compelling, but there are no unnecessary distinctions required concerning human organisation and technology, a distinction that encourages a piecemeal view of an I.S., whereas for me an I.S. is greater than the sum of the parts.
Let us look at the third Opinion paper. William Kettinger and Yuan Li offer us The Info Logical Equation Extended: Towards Conceptual Clarity in the Relationship between Data, Information and Knowledge.
This paper is another attempt to make sense of the terms 'data, information and knowledge'. The paper provides an extensive review of such attempts and declares its position with respect to these. I have held a view about the relationship between the three that, since I did not recognise it in the Opinion paper, I am now going to reveal to the world. First, I am going to use a physical sciences metaphor as follows:
Data representing a value (it has units of measurement) Information, representing velocity, the rate of change of the data with time, units of measurement per unit time Knowledge, representing acceleration, the rate of change of the velocity of the data Now I have a problem with definitions that only look ahead and not back. Why? Because I think any of the three levels are functions of time, both for the future and the past. For example, take your salary. It is linked to your previous salary and your future salary. As a number it is meaningless (a salary of 50,000 per annum means different things depending on whether the unit of money is a $ or a cent, say). Your salary increase (velocity) is information but not knowledge. Knowledge would be that your salary is the third highest in the company and your trajectory looks as though you will be number one in due course. Therefore, if you unpick the above, you can end up with a set of relationships equations where at best each data, information and knowledge variable are not only connected with each other, but also with the previous and next values.
The last Opinion paper is by Dave Wastell, entitled Managing As Designing: 'opportunity knocks' for the IS Field? Practice based, positive, interesting story etc. etc. I like it.
